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Letter 749
DREAM
The Apartment
2019-02-06
Dear Jesus,
Wednesday, 06 February 2019, 11AM.
This morning I woke up from a dream at about 4:15 AM.
I DREAMED THAT:
I was at an Apartment Building Complex visiting a friend. I then leave my Friend’s
apartment to look for something.
The next thing I notice is that on my left wrist, instead of my Timex watch, I am wearing a
white Fit-Bit exercise device. At Oirst this alarmed me, because I don’t own a Fit-Bit, and the
screen is small and the time difOicult to see. But then I remembered I still had my iPhone in
my pocket, so I calmed down with that knowledge.
As I walk around looking, I go out onto the second Oloor walkway which is open to the air on
one side. I walk along until I get to a door on my left which goes to an inside hallway.
After entering from the outside, I walk down a little ways and see an apartment door to my
left. Thinking what I was looking for was inside, I check the door, and found it was
unlocked and standing ajar just a little.
I push open the door and take a step or two into what looked like the apartment’s living
room, while at the same time verbally announcing my presence by saying in a loud but
friendly voice:
“KNOCK, KNOCK”.
Almost immediately a naked woman steps out through an open door which is a few feet in
front of me and to my left. It seemed as if she was just about to step into a shower or take a
bath.
As soon as I see the Naked Lady, I divert my eyes to my left, raise both hands a little in a sign
of friendly discomfort, and say that:
“I’M SORRY. I MUST BE IN THE WRONG APARTMENT”,
and then I turn and quickly effect a hasty exit.
I walk back out onto the open air walkway, and then the next thing I know I am standing on
the ground, one story below.
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I see there are some people scattered around the lawn and grounds. Then I see a man
standing close to me towards my left side who looks exactly like a character from the TV
series Star Trek: Voyager; named Commander Chakotay. In the show he is an American
Indian and the First OfOicer to Captain Katherine Janeway.
I greet him by saying “Hi Chakotay”. I am comforted by the fact that someone apparently I
know is present in the dream.
Then I look down at the Fit-Bit I am wearing to try to see what the time is.
END OF DREAM.
I woke up with sore shoulders, and felt a little tired, but not nearly as bad as I felt from
yesterday’s dream.
According to angel Gabe, the Apartment Building was another one of HR’s Headquarters
that produce Familiar Spirits of various kinds. Even the Star Trek character was a fraud.
This DOES NOT mean that the character Chakotay in the TV show represents an evil spirit.
It DOES mean that HR will attempt to corrupt with Accusations and other Evil Spirits,
anything that is Good and becomes Popular in the World.
Blessings…
R. C. Theophilus
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